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ABSTRACT
This paper review on security of data stored in public cloud. This can be achieved by using encryption and
decryption mechanism. The data owner can store the encrypted data within the cloud. Then the owner can
issue the decryption keys to the authorized users. Based on this scheme data owners can easily share the data to
intended users. Extensive number of users are trying to access data stored in the cloud simultaneously, it leads
to new challenges mainly on confidentiality and integrity of data stored in cloud.
Keywords : Encrypted Data, Authorized Users.

I. INTRODUCTION

Support gradual access privilege releasing. To realize
the function of timed releasing, it is necessary to

Cloud storage service has significant advantages on

introduce an effective scheme, which will not release

both convenient data sharing and cost reduction .

the data access privilege to intended users until

Thus, more and more enterprises and individuals

reaching pre-defined time points. A trivial solution is
to let data owners manually release the time-

outsource their data to the cloud to be benefited
from this service. However, this new paradigm of
data storage poses new challenges on data

sensitive data: The owner uploads the encrypted data

confidentiality preservation . As cloud service

that the intended users cannot access the data until

separates the data from the cloud service client

the corresponding time arrives. However, this

(individuals or entities), depriving their direct

solution forces the owner to repeatedly upload the
different encryption versions of the same data, which

control over these data, the data owner cannot trust
the cloud server to conduct secure data access control.
Therefore, the secure access control problem has

under different policies at each releasing time such

puts unnecessary and heavy burden on the data
owner.

become a challenging issue in public cloud storage.
We present how to design access structure for any
potential timed release access policy, especially
embedding multiple releasing time points for
different intended users. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to study the approach to
design structures for general time-sensitive access
requirements .Furthermore, a rigorous security proof
is given to validate that the proposed scheme is
Figure 1: RSA algorithm and remote data cloud storage.

secure and effective.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION
This paper aims at fine-grained access control for
time sensitive data in cloud storage. One challenge is
to simultaneously achieve both flexible timed release
and fine granularity with lightweight overhead,
Figure 2: Data integrity and confidentially

II. OBJECTIVE
The main construction in Section V provides the
basic algorithm and cryptography techniques to
embed both time and attribute factors into access
control for public cloud. However, it lacks a general
method for data owners to make an efficient access
structure for arbitrary access privilege construction
with both time and attribute factors, especially,
when a policy is embedded with multiple releasing
time points, there exist many cases as described later
in this section. These cases cannot be defined by a
tree-based structure with existing mechanisms. In
this section, we first list the potential sub-policies for
time-sensitive data, and then gives an efficient and
practical method to construct relevant access
structures.
In the main construction of server is a time trapdoor
should be attached to a node of the policy tree. Here
we further give another scheme to support a time
trapdoor without being attached to any node, which

which was not explored in existing works. In this
paper, we proposed a scheme to achieve this goal.
Our scheme seamlessly incorporates the concept of
timed-release encryption to the architecture of
cipher text policy attribute-based encryption. With a
suit of proposed mechanisms, this scheme provides
data owners with the capability to flexibly release
the access privilege to different users at different
time, according to a well-defined access policy over
attributes and release time. We further studied access
policy design for all potential access requirements of
time sensitive, through suitable placement of time
trapdoors. The analysis shows that our scheme can
preserve the confidentiality of time-sensitive data,
with a lightweight overhead on both CA and data
owners. It thus well suits the practical large-scale
access control system for cloud storage.
Cloud computing is defined as the set of resources or
services offered through the internet to the users on
their demand by cloud providers. As each and every
organization is moving its data to the cloud, means it
uses the storage service provided by the cloud
provider.

will be utilized to realize time-related sub-policies in
the following subsections. From the perspective of
the structure construction, such time trapdoor is a
leaf node, which can be regarded as a special
attribute. In this section, we use attached time
trapdoor to indicate that it’s attached to a certain
internal node, and unattached time trapdoor to
indicate that it is not attached to any node but acts as
a special attribute.

Figure 2 : Basic concept of cloud security.
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Security Analysis We analyzes the security properties

processed in plaintext and stored in the cloud. The

of data on some critical aspects as follows.

SaaS provider is the one responsible for the security
of the data while is being processed and stored. Also,

Fine-Grained and Timed-Release Access Control:

data backup is a critical aspect in order to facilitate
recovery in case of disaster, but it introduces security

Our proposed TAFC provides data owners with the

concerns

as

well.

Also

cloud

providers

can

capability to define access policies according to
flexible association of attributes and releasing times.

subcontract other services such as backup from thirdparty service providers, which may raise concerns.

With the access policy embedded in the cipher text,

Moreover, most compliance standards do not

a user can decrypt the cipher text to access the data,

envision compliance with regulations in a world of

only if his/her attribute set satisfies the policy, and

Cloud Computing. In the world of SaaS, the process

the access time is later than the predefined releasing

of compliance is complex because data is located in

time. Security against Collusion Attack: In each

the provider’s datacenters, which may introduce

user’s attribute set-associated security key blinded

regulatory compliance issues such as data privacy,

based on a secure random number. This mechanism

segregation, and security, that must be enforced by

is implemented to resist the collusion attack: The

the provider.

adversary cannot combine different security keys to
forge a new security key associated with a different
attribute combination which comes from multiple
attribute sets belong to different users. Therefore, the
collusion will not bring more privileges to the
adversary. Data Confidentiality:
The confidentiality property of can be analyzed from
two aspects, the cryptography and the protocol as
follows: As a cryptography algorithm to take into
account, the adversary model can be described as the
following security game.
1. Systematic review of security issues for cloud

Figure 3. Storage of data at data centres.
We propose an efficient time and attribute factors
combined access control scheme, named data
segment, for time-sensitive data in public cloud. Our
scheme possesses two important capabilities: It

computing

inherits the property of fine granularity from data

We have carried out a systematic review of the

further retains the feature of timed release from

existing literature regarding security in Cloud

cluster. Note that in, the introduced trapdoor

Computing, not only in order to summarize the
existing vulnerabilities and threats concerning this

mechanism is only related to the time factor, and

topic but also to identify and analyze the current

when exposing the related trapdoors. This makes our

state and the most important security issues for

scheme highly efficient, which only brings about

Cloud Computing.

little overhead to the original data based scheme. So

stream .By introducing the trapdoor mechanism, it

only one corresponding secret needs to be published

the data in cloud should have to be stored in an
Data security is a common concern for any

encrypted form. With the increase in the number of

technology, but it becomes a major challenge when

organizations using cloud technology for data

SaaS users have to rely on their providers for proper

operation, proper security and other potential

security. In SaaS, organizational data is often

vulnerable areas became a priority for organizations
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contracting with cloud providers. Cloud computing

Localized virtual machines and physical servers use

security processes the security control in cloud &

the same operating systems as well as enterprise and

provides

web applications in a cloud server environment,

customer

data

security,

privacy

&

compliance with necessary regulations.

increasing the threat of an attacker or malware
exploiting vulnerabilities in these systems and

Data integrity means ensuring that data is identically

applications

maintained during any operation (such as transfer,
storage, or retrieval). Put simply, data integrity is

vulnerable as they move between the private cloud
and the public cloud. A fully or partially shared

assurance that the data is consistent and correct.

cloud environment is expected to have a greater

Ensuring the integrity of the data really means that it

attack surface and therefore can be considered to be

changes only in response to authorized transactions.

at

This sounds good, but you must remember that a

environment.

greater

remotely.

risk

Virtual

than

a

machines

dedicated

are

resources

common standard to ensure data integrity does not
yet exist.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Cloud security becomes effective only if the

This paper aims to access control for time sensitive

defensive implementation remain strong. There are

data in cloud

many types of control for cloud security architecture,

simultaneously achieve both flexible timed release

the categories are listed below: Detective Control: are

and data with limited storage and infrastructure

meant to detect and react instantly & appropriately

overhead. Our scheme seamlessly incorporates the

to any incident.Preventive Control: strengthen the
system against any incident or attack by actually

concept of timed-release encryption to the
architecture of cipher text policy attribute-based

eliminating the vulnerabilities.Deterrent Control: are
meant to reduce attack on cloud system; it reduces

encryption.

the threat level by giving a warning sign.Corrective

storage. One challenge is to
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